
Bullseye Cherry Picker Fishing Rod

Bullseye

Product number: BE-CPA

The Cherry Picker 198 is designed for bass fishing 
and turns out to be a true all-rounder! Belly Boat, 
Kayak, Boat, Shore and Street Fishing.

319,00 € * 319,00 €

Excellence in perch fishing: The Bullseye Cherry Picker

The Bullseye Cherry Picker fishing rod represents a fine balance between precision and performance. 
Featuring an ultra-slim Lotus-Woven Composite -40 Ton Blank, Fuji Titanium SIC K-Guides and a Fuji 
TVS or Fuji ECSM Reel Seat, it offers clear transmission and tremendous spring power that allows you to 
fish with precision even in difficult conditions.

Special features:

Targeted design: optimised for rig fishing for perch, with a slightly recessed tip pivot point for 
improved lure control.
Application flexibility: Versatile for use from shore, boat, kayak, belly boat to street fishing.
High performance blank: Made from Japanese Toray Carbon using the LWC (Lotus-Woven-
Composite) concept, for clear transmission and high spring power
Quality components: Equipped with Fuji Titanium SIC K-Guides and a Fuji TVS or Fuji ECSM reel 
seat.
Lightweight and balanced: Weighing only 102g, it offers a perfect balance for excellent handling 
and control

The Cherry Picker series is ideal for rig fishing for perch and its special design allows for optimum lure 
control. The versatile applications range from shore and boat fishing to street fishing. Whether fishing with 
rigs, medium hardbaits or jigs, this rod meets the requirements of anglers who value precise and effective 
fishing.

The Bullseye Cherry Picker fishing rod includes two remarkable variants: the Cherry Picker Spin 198 3-
21g for stationary fishing and the Cherry Picker Cast 198 3-21g for casting anglers. Both variants are 
exquisitely designed for rig fishing for bass and are an excellent choice for anglers who prefer both bullseye 
spinning rods



and bullseye baitcasting rods. With their unrivalled ability to effectively fish both small and medium 
hardbaits, the Bullseye perch rods make the Cherry Picker range an essential addition to any discerning 
fishing kit.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=742b35b4cc2d3d91517798d08f2fcb08

